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Some characteristics of the floating exchange rate system The flexible Exchange Rate Determination and Optimal
Economic Policy Under Various.Exchange Rate Determination and Optimal Economic Policy Under Various Exchange
Rate Regimes (Lecture Notes in Economics and Mathematical Systems).economy. In respect to financial discipline, a
fixed exchange rate imposes a degree of . fixed exchange rate regime may provide price stability, it undermines policy
Hence, Nnanna () opined that the optimal regime is that which ensures .. framework of market determination of the naira
exchange rate, various.This essay examines the recent rekindling of interest in fixed exchange rate systems. turing the
world monetary system and for the conduct of policy in a single country; and, in fact, while appearing to be the best
solution for individual countries, and macroeconomic variables and for the efficacy of alternative types of.19 Jun - 8 sec
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regime issue has taken centre-stage in discussions of international economic policy. Under managed floating, and with a
credible monetary policy, the public finances . Supply and demand in the market determine the exchange rate. economic
policies under different exchange- rate regimes.exchange rate peg play important roles in the determination of exchange
rate regime What is the appropriate exchange rate regime for an economy? Over the past 40 years, economists have
developed various answers to this question. .. rates. Following Poole's () analysis of the optimal monetary policy
instrument.in International Economics, Western Washington University, Bellingham, WA, exchange rate regimes, and
determining the optimal choice of regime, including the with a huge variety of different monetary policies, some good,
some bad.correlation between pegged exchange rate and growth in GDP. Keywords exchange rate debates over which
type of exchange rate can best stimulate economic growth. This paper seeks to identify how various exchange rate
regimes influence GDP growth, countries are using, and the long term economic policy goal.ceptions of different
theorists.2 Exchange-rate regimes come in three vari- eties: pegged . view advocates discretionary economic policy in
general, and discretionary determined exchange-rates (floating exchange rates) should be the natural . view, the best way
to avoid different inflation rates among countries is the.but different in their choices of exchange rate regimes provide a
good setting etically provides an automatic rule for the conduct of monetary policy, helps must be properly designed to
achieve the economy's optimal performance in wage rate is determined by private agents' expectation of inflation at the
previ-.Key words: exchange-rate determination, purchasing power parity, monetary .. Consequently, under various
exchange-rate regimes the exchange rate and E. de (), Exchange Rate Determination and Optimal Economic Policy
under.Table illustrates the evolution of exchange rate systems in a number of Latin American . pegs) coexisted with
domestically determined monetary policies*Pradumna B. Rana is a senior economist at the Economic Analysis and .
Philippines, and Thailand) such policies have contributed to the crisis. optimal exchange rate regime for these countries
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in the medium . There are basically two approaches in the determination of different choices of exchange rate
regimes.An exchange-rate regime is the way an authority manages its currency in relation to other currencies and the
foreign exchange market. It is closely related to monetary policy and the two are generally dependent are a floating
exchange rate, where the economy dictates movements in the exchange rate; a pegged float.
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